A Thousand Questions
By Susan Potter

A City Hall over which no money is needed to build a ballpark to keep the Padres in town, a new player agreement to allow fans to see games at San Diego County’s beautiful stadium, a new baseball park for the city’s baseball team, a new team agreement, and the Padres’ new stadium agreement, all of which are in the city’s stadium agreements, are all part of the June 1, 1996, agreement between the Padres and City Hall. The agreement includes financial assistance to build the new stadium, and is the result of a number of meetings between the Padres and City Hall, and the cooperation of both the city and the Padres.

The agreement includes the following:

1. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
2. What is in the package with the Padres’ stadium agreement, the City Hall agreement, and the Padres’ agreement?
3. What is in the package with the Padres’ stadium agreement, the City Hall agreement, and the Padres’ agreement?
4. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
5. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
6. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
7. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
8. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
10. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.

The agreement is expected to be signed on June 2, 1996, and is expected to be the first of a series of agreements between the Padres and City Hall, and the cooperation of both the city and the Padres.

The agreement includes the following:

1. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
2. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
3. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
4. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
5. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
6. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
7. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
8. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.
10. The Padres Plan: Operating issues, Capital and Revenue Agreements.

The agreement is expected to be signed on June 2, 1996, and is expected to be the first of a series of agreements between the Padres and City Hall, and the cooperation of both the city and the Padres.
Some call it a Grand Opening.

We call it a bankwarming with great party favors.
I had gotten myself in a terrible mess.

What happened was this. All through May and June and July I struggled to get Polly's notice. Edith had read her Nemesis and she did that on a Sunday night in fictional mid-June 1972, the same weekend that five new books went into the Democratic National Committee's Watergate office. While Polly, not morning, was out in her garden, fighting morning nuts, (now that bulletin had gotten her pregnant over Memorial Day weekend) and getting ready to six o'clock, even those white stallions, the phone rang. Seven-year-old Matt, the dazed of Paul and Polly's two boys, had run in from the backyard to go to the bathroom. He heard the ring. He ran out of the house, bolting himself in to stay from going in the street, and screamed, "Mom, Mom, the phone!" 1972 in Carville, at least, nobody yet had touch-down phones. The phone toward whose call Matt ran, through the back door, the kitchen, into the room dining room, was one of those heavy, black rotary dial phones. If you just punched your fingers, which Polly occasionally did, and you wanted to dial a number, you had to stick a pen-

cil to the holes in the phone's circular metal plate. Otherwise you polish chipped. Polly picked up the receiver and said, cheerfully, "Hello." The voice that entered Polly voice was that of her mother's best friend Marjorie Flavin. What Marjorie was saying was, "Something's happen-

to Edith?" Polly felt her knees buckle.

I got Polly on a phone. No more for in those days if you bids, as Polly did, out the tickets. And not cheap, as air travel generally is now. Polly took the 708 or so miles from Carville, a little valley town in the Pacific Northwest, to her mother's home. She stayed for five days. Day one.

I might as well have been a bad carrier enslaved by Cheops to lay brick for the Great Pyramid for all the pleasure I felt in my sentences.

and two Marjorie got staggering drunk and told Polly things about her mother that Polly wished she'd never learned, in an ab-

put it, relating metaphors, "I wish Marjor-
two had never displayed my ears on the subject of Mom's secret life." Wednesday. Marjorie wept up. She stuck off to the beauty shop to get her peroxide-blond hair done. She then helped Polly arrange for vacations, retirement savings and investment of Edith's money in a nearby managed. She helped Polly close up Edith's house and give away, to various of Edith's friends and colleagues from the drama department where Edith had taught, Edith's Avant-garde collection. Thursday night, after the reunion, Marjorie got drunk again and told Polly more things about her mother that Polly wished she'd never learned. Friday afternoon, Marjorie took a taxi, headed after Ben, drove Polly to the airport. Polly got back on the phone and flew home.
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PCS, DIGITAL,
ANALOG, CELLULAR...

Confused?

CALL US!
WE'VE GOT WHAT YOU
WANT AT THE BEST PRICE!

QUALCOMM
Dual Home
Digital/Analog
NO ANNUAL CONTRACT
Includes battery & charger

Motorola StarTAC
"World's Smallest Phone"
WANT IT FREE?
IT'S SIMPLE, CALL US & FIND OUT NOW!

FREE
Sony 777
Your's to keep!
444-7777
NO CREDIT!
NO PROBLEM!

FREE PAGERS
with activation
at annual renewal

SIMPLE RATE PLANS

PREPAID PHONE
NEW AT&T "94"
Your's to keep!
599-7777
NO CREDIT!
NO PROBLEM!

SAN DIEGO'S 1 WIRELESS DEALER

All Offers Include
DINNER for 2 at

Tony Roma's

FOR A LIMITED TIME. CALL US! 1-800-468-1133.

RENTAL RATES AVAILABLE.

4 Days Only • Thursday-Sunday

the furniture outlet

It's not what you spend, it's what you save.

4025 Goldfinch • Mission Hills • (619) 297-6558

YOUR OLD FRIENDS WILL BE
GREEN WITH ENVY
(Your new friends will just be green.)

If you've been struggling to keep your New Year's fitness resolutions, then you've probably noticed that your friends can be divided into two groups: those who are happy and those who are not. This year, give the gift - when you go to burn, see one of the energy-saving machines while the other stores down a double-bypass-beer-burger with five and a huge sundae.

So come on.
We've got a staff of manned professionals who will help keep you moving forward and members who know how to get you what you really need.

FROG'S
an affordable club

For the serious bodybuilder.

8407 University Ave., Suite 1
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 562-2480
I still could smell this man's sweat, a sweat that had an odor like none I'd ever smelled until one evening at a Vietnamese restaurant.

I smelled nuc mam.

I was eating lunch with my friend, a man named Phung, who is a chef and owns a restaurant in the heart of the city. As we sat down at our table, we could smell the delicious aroma of Vietnamese food cooking in the kitchen. The smell was so strong that it almost overwhelmed us. Phung told us that the restaurant was famous for its spicy and flavorful dishes. We ordered a plate of noodles and some spring rolls, and we ate them with great pleasure.

As we were finishing our meal, Phung told us about the history of his restaurant. He said that he had opened the restaurant a few years ago and that it was a way for him to share his culture with others. He told us that he had learned to cook from his grandmother and that she had taught him the importance of using fresh ingredients. Phung also told us about his family, who had fled Vietnam during the war and had come to America to start a new life. He said that he had always wanted to open a restaurant and that it was a way for him to honor his ancestors.

After we finished eating, Phung took us to see the kitchen. He showed us how the chefs prepared the dishes and explained the different spices and herbs that they used. Phung told us that he used only the freshest ingredients and that he paid close attention to the details. He said that he wanted to make sure that every dish was as good as possible.

I was impressed by Phung's dedication to his craft and his passion for cooking. He had a truly remarkable ability to create delicious food that was both flavorful and authentic. I left the restaurant feeling grateful for the experience and for the opportunity to learn about Vietnamese culture and cuisine.
Higawk Gwarp Hyka!  
Harpwheeee!  
Wheehawk Baruuunk Kelp!

ANY EXCEPT DURING A STORM, STORM SURGE OR HIGH WINDS.  
Check www.aceh.gov for information.

STERO WAREHOUSE
100% Financing Available

FREE INSTALLATION ON ANY SYSTEM
LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL INSTALLATIONS

Now 2 locations to serve you!  
Kearny Mesa and Chula Vista
Open to the Public! All Merchandise: Brand New!

Welcome to ACEH Sharpware Warehouse!  
We challenge everyone to find a lower price.

Bring in any price and we will beat it GUARANTEED!

560 Convoy Street, Suite B • (619) 715-8926 • 645 Broadway, Chula Vista • (619) 422-8644

Open every day.  Monday-Thursday 10 am-7 pm.  Friday-Sunday 9 am-7 pm.

ASTHMA?
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY

Qualifications:
- Must be 18 years or older
- Must have been diagnosed with asthma
- Must currently be on an asthma treatment plan

Compensation:
- Study participation will involve 6 months of study
- You will receive $100 for completing the study
- You will receive $50 for each of the 5 clinic visits

Length of Study:
- 6 months

For more information, please call 619-715-8925 or email info@asthma-research.com

Health & Advance Institute 619-715-2095 ext. 211

COSTCO Wholesale

Boat SALE!

3 DAYS ONLY! 7/12, 17, 18
At Carmel Mountain COSTCO Warehouse!

Now 2 locations to serve you!  
Kearny Mesa and Chula Vista
Open to the Public! All Merchandise: Brand New!

We challenge everyone to find a lower price.  
Bring in any price and we will beat it GUARANTEED!

560 Convoy Street, Suite B • (619) 715-8926 • 645 Broadway, Chula Vista • (619) 422-8644

Open every day.  Monday-Thursday 10 am-7 pm.  Friday-Sunday 9 am-7 pm.
with two identical sister and brother combinations of an identical twin. They probably have identical biological identities, but differ in their environments. Thus, even if two identical twins were raised in the same family, they would exhibit different behaviors due to their different experiences. Just as with a set of identical twins, each twin would have a unique set of experiences that influence their development. On the other hand, if one twin were raised in a different family, their experiences would differ significantly, leading to different behaviors.

At any rate, the Pope-Hennessy Hotel was referred to as the "Jewel of the French Quarter" in the press. The hotel has been extensively renovated and restored, maintaining its historical significance.

The purpose of this essay is to highlight the importance of cultural preservation in an urban setting. By preserving cultural heritage, we can ensure that future generations will have access to these valuable resources. This is particularly important in New Orleans, where the history and culture of the city are intertwined with the city's physical landscape.

New arrivals exclusively at Executive Communications

**Powerband** Digital or Analog Cellular
Pick the service that suits your needs.

**Zone** $59

- Sony 777 FREE
- Qualcomm QCP800 Digital FREE
- Digital Pricing Plans
  - $50.00/30 min.
  - $75.00/60 min.
  - $125.00/90 min.

**Executive Communications**

- clamaretta, miami (305) 574-1234
- pacific beach (619) 574-3232
- chula vista (619) 574-2323

For advertising information or distribution locations, call the Reader at 619-235-8200.
Job Giant ads are on the internet at www.sdreader.com

---

"I am really pleased with the responses to our career opportunity ads in the Job Giant. The individuals who have contacted me have expressed how they appreciate the Job Giant, not only for the job opportunities, but for the great articles. Thank you for your help in attaining our recruiting goals."
Independence

"I guess," she says, "that was just the witch in me coming out. I was a cold bitch."

The right side of the page contains an advertisement for the "Sony Digital Cellular Sweepstakes".
**Cat and dog behavior seminars:**
Get advice on how to correct pet problems.

**Sponsors:**
- **Sunday:** March 4
- **Monday:** March 5
- **Tuesday:** March 6
- **Wednesday:** March 7
- **Thursday:** March 8
- **Friday:** March 9
- **Saturday:** March 10

**PET LOSS SUPPORT GROUP**
Sponsored by the American Red Cross.

**Location:**
- **Sunday:** Third Floor
- **Monday:** Fourth Floor
- **Tuesday:** Fifth Floor
- **Wednesday:** Sixth Floor
- **Thursday:** Seventh Floor
- **Friday:** Eighth Floor
- **Saturday:** Ninth Floor

**Contact:**
- **Monday:** 11am - 1pm
- **Tuesday:** 11am - 1pm
- **Wednesday:** 11am - 1pm
- **Thursday:** 11am - 1pm
- **Friday:** 11am - 1pm
- **Saturday:** 11am - 1pm

**Sunset Hills Veterinary Hospital & STCA**
407 Mission Street, La Jolla, CA 92037
619-753-0111

**AT YOUR FAVORITE BAR**
Marbella is throwing a party at some of your favorite bars. There's a lot to do. A lot to like. So tell some friends and come party with us.

**July 14, 9PM:**
- 660 Garnet Ave
  - 619-272-1252

**July 17, 9PM:**
- 1165 Garnet Ave
  - 619-274-2772

**July 21, 9PM:**
- 5619 Park Blvd
  - 619-291-0173

**July 18, 9PM:**
- 660 Garnet Ave
  - 619-272-1252

**July 23, 9PM:**
- 5619 Park Blvd
  - 619-291-0173

**Indoor Rock Climbing**
Learn what's behind the scenes of this country's largest and most advanced indoor rock climbing facility. We'll show you how we build walls, balance flaps, and exchange cards. Take this opportunity to meet some of our instructors and see what it's like to climb and train on the rock. All levels welcome.

**For more information, visit:**
www.surfsideboy.com

**Sponsor:**
Surgeon General's Warning: Smoking by Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal Injury, Premature Birth, and Low Birth Weight.
**Roam-O-Rama**

**A Guide to Unexpected San Diego**

By Jerry Schad

Perfect your weekend break up at the hills and valleys of San Diego. San Diego has always been known as a paradise for outdoor activities, but it's not just the beaches and parks that make it a great city for exploring. With its diverse landscapes, San Diego offers a wide range of outdoor activities, from hiking to cycling to kayaking. Whether you're looking for something adventurous or something more relaxing, San Diego has it all. And here's a list of some of the best places to visit in San Diego.

1. **Mount Soledad**
   - Located in the heart of San Diego, Mount Soledad is a popular spot for hiking and taking in the panoramic views of the city. It's also a great place for picnicking and relaxing.

2. **Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve**
   - This reserve is home to a variety of plant and animal species, including the endangered Torrey pine. It's a great place for hiking and birdwatching.

3. **Mission Trails Regional Park**
   - This park is a great place for hiking and picnicking. It's also home to the famous La Jolla Cove, which is a popular spot for snorkeling and diving.

4. **Casa de Estudillo**
   - This historic house museum is a great place to learn about the history of San Diego. It's located in Old Town, the oldest part of San Diego.

5. **Balboa Park**
   - This park is home to a variety of museums, gardens, and performing arts venues. It's a great place to spend a day exploring.

San Diego has something for everyone, so don't be afraid to get outdoors and explore what this city has to offer.
ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE...

When you first wear that suit or sit on that chair. When you first sing that song. When you first look in the mirror. When you first walk outside. When you first fall in love.

SMITH: And you accepted?

WATERS: I was so hot, so it was a difficult role. It was a role that I loved and it was a role that I... I loved it. It was a role that I... I loved it. It was a role that I... I loved it.

SMITH: You thought you could do it.

WATERS: No. I thought I could do it. I thought I could do it. I thought I could do it. I thought I could do it.

SMITH: But you did.

WATERS: Yes, I did.

SMITH: And you showed it.

WATERS: Yes, I showed it.

SMITH: What do you mean?

WATERS: I mean, I showed it.

SMITH: You showed it.

WATERS: Yes, I showed it.
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Heave, You Bunch of Louts, and Break a Rib!

"It was the last day of 1896," says Walker.

People have said it's an old song, but the one you don't want to sing. He was a teacher who sometimes had to write the history of the beach. "When Walker, our teacher, would tell us about his experiences on the beach, he would always mention this old song about a man who had broken a rib and was carried away on a boat," says Walker.

Interview (continued)

"The truth is, we don't know much about the man who wrote the song," says Walker. "We only know that he was a man who had broken a rib and was carried away on a boat. We don't know his name, or where he came from, or what he did before or after the accident. We only know that he was a man who had broken a rib and was carried away on a boat."
If you're wearing one of these, you better be swimming for a medal.
"Blunt: The Inside Track" is the title of the article. The text is discussing topics related to music and events. The first paragraph seems to be about a concert experience, mentioning parking, venue setup, and audience behavior. It continues with a discussion of a pet parade, an event where pets are encouraged to participate. The next section appears to be about a music festival, mentioning performers and the audience's engagement. The article then moves on to a discussion of a particular song by a band, mentioning the lyrics and the crowd's reaction. There are references to other music events and performances, including a mention of a festival in San Diego and a performance by a band at a venue. The text also includes a mention of a song's chorus and lyrics. Overall, the article seems to be a mix of concert reviews and commentary on music events.
CONCERT SOUNDBOARD

Coors Amphitheatre

Starring
B.B. KING
JIMMIE VAUGHAN
DR. JOHN
KOKO TAYLOR

ON SALE THIS SAT. • 12 NOON
AUGUST 12
5:30PM

Directions to Coors Amphitheatre: Take I-805 South, take the Otay Valley Road Exit. We are located just 2 miles east. (Alternate route: I-5 South to 54 East. Take I-805 South to Otay Valley Road.)

HUB
PUBLIC ENEMY
CYPRESS HILL
WICYCLE JEAN

BUSTA RHYMES
GANG STARR
BLACK EyED PEAR

ON SALE THIS SAT. • 10 AM
AUGUST 15

Buy Sell Trade
LPs Videos
CDs TAPES LASER DISCS

Body Piercing

Bar & Bistro Academy

Tiny Act DECKS
Records
WE BUY
CDs, LPs, Videos & Vintage Stereo Gear

HoustoN STUDIO

MASTODON

Bar & Bistro Academy

Tiny Act

Coors Light Top the Rockies

JUST IN!
100s of CDs & Videos

Dura-Groove

MASTODON

MASTODON
CONCERT SOUNDBOARD

Sample Songs Of Bash Is Upcoming Concerts. Listen Free from Your Phone: 619-233-9797. Have Or Day 7 Days A Week. If You Prefer, Please The 4-Digit Extension Of The Category That Interests You.

1. Free on the right extension
2. Call the number you heard from a friend
3. You will be connected to the concert of your choice

FREE LINE
619-233-9797

Nightlife and Dancing on San Diego Bay

Paris by the Bay
502 Fourth Ave.
616-7229
VALET AVAILABLE

PARIS
502 Fourth Ave.
616-7229

JULY 21 - 7:30PM

STEVIE NICKS

CHICAGO
Daryl Hall
John Oates
THIS TUESDAY! GOOD SEATS STILL AVAILABLE

JULY 21 - 7:30PM

James Taylor
The Heartland Tour
Summer 98
FRIDAY
AUGUST 14 • 8 PM

John Fogerty
Greatest Hits Tour
AUGUST 16
7:30PM

Directions to Coors Amphitheatre: Take I-805 South, take the Otay Valley Road Exit. We are located just 2 miles east. (Alternate route: I-5 South to 54 East.
Take I-805 South to Otay Valley Road.)

Boogie Willi's Green Machine
10 Sugar Coffee

Fuzzy & Special Guests
10 Sugar Coffee

UNIVERSAL
WHEREHOUSE

HAVE A ROCKIN' SUMMER
HARVEY DANGER

This Seattle quartet delivers feedback-filled soundscapes influenced by everyone from Morrissey to Pavement. You've heard the single. Now get the album!

$17.99
$8.99

KAMMSTEIN

Six East Germans ram your senses with "harsh romanticist" rock, marked by driving operatic melodies and lyrics about love and longing.

$12.99

COMMON SENSE

HOT CHICKEN STEW

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER

OCEANFRONT OUTDOOR DANCE FROM AMERICA'S GROOVY ICE SKATING GYM

SUMMER SALSA

GT 350 • THE DROPSIES • THE BRANDY ALEXANDERS • ALGONCA

FUNK DOOBIEST PIVOT

CANDLEBOX

Rocker's Eureka

ROCK SHOWCASE

K'S CHOICE

THE KNOCK

Without music, it's just a couple of warm months.

Join Replay "The 90s have arrived, America!"
The next exclusive Replay Westland sale is July 18-19.

sam goody

DON'T MISS THIS:
ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT • RITIC

Also available at musicland
Candlebox
$11.99 CD

Open Air Theatre
Eddie's Back
Iron Maiden
This Saturday: July 18

Next Wednesday: July 22
Ziggy Marley
& The Melody Makers
Saturday July 25
Buddy Guy
Jonny Lang
Big Head Todd & The Monsters
Friday August 21
Steve Miller Band
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
Sunday August 23
Joe Cocker
Thursday September 24

Tower
Records - Video - Books
www.towerrecords.com

Hey, Music Trader!
Where do you hide your movies and cassettes?
GRAND OPENING!

Movie Trader
25,000 movies
$9.99 each
or 5 for $45
Plus 100,000 cassettes for
$3.99 each or 3 for $10
CHECK OUT OUR GREAT PRICES ON VIDEO GAMES!

Music Trader Has 16 Stores and a Million CDs!
FREE CDs!
Trade in 2 CDs, get 1
free CD, on approval.
No limit. Used CDs.

One Night Only!
Tuesday, July 21 at 9 pm
FREE ADMISSION!
(with ad. Must be at least 21 years of age.)
CD Release Party!
Ten Sugar Coffee
Laid back and desperately intense So. Cal. rock
and
HOT CHICKEN STEW
Funk and Soul

Papa Jack's
502 Fourth Avenue • Downtown • 696-7272
Free admission Tues., July 21, with ad.
Must be at least 21 years of age.
Belly Up - Redwood Park, 1450 South Mission St., San Diego, CA 92101

JULY 13
Freddy Fender
Liquid Groove
The Zootkeepers

JULY 14
Josh Smith and the Rost
Stop Sign Patrol

JULY 15
North by Northwest
Blackfoot

JULY 19
The Brink

JULY 20
Conway Twitty

JULY 21
Neil Young

JULY 22
Buck-O-Nine

JULY 23
Zonic

JULY 24
John Taylor Terrorism

JULY 26
Tukata

JULY 27
The Freddy Jones Band

JULY 29
Babashal

JULY 30
The Brick Live

JULY 31
Season to Risk
Brick Live

SEASON TO RISK
07.22.94 • TELL ME • MY MIDDLE FINGER
SHUT UP AND ROCK • EMPATH • RICK • CYCLONE

TROOPS OF DOOM
Corey Glover / STING'S COLOUR
SONS OF CHAOS • CLUSTERFUNK
ROCK EN ESPANOL

Jim Morrison
Wild Child
A tribute to the music of Jim Morrison

This guy really made a Spectacle of himself.

Once upon a time, a guy named Blake Miller recorded some 4 track demos. A label dug their California pop sound, and the result is the new release from Spectacle, "Gone In The Dark Sky." It's a fresh approach to pop music, and it's on sale now at Lou's for just $10. Give it a go. Catch Spectacle at the Cabinet Monday, July 20.

Teva - Spirit of Unity World Tour
The Summer's Biggest Reggae Tour!

Steel Pulse
Shaggy
Beres Hammond
Lucky Dube
Let's Go Bowling
And More!

Eek-A-Mouse
Plus The International Food and Crafts Fair
July 30 • 6PM
San Diego Sports Arena

This guy really made a Spectacle of himself.
G LOUNGE
TOLEDO
ROCK "THRU" THE DAWN
ORIGINALS

TOP $$$ PAID
For Used &
Vintage Equipment
Wide selection of
guitars & amps.

SAN DIEGO
guitars and
era (858) 455-3266

Summer Concert Series
BLVD
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
Mr. Packer
AVERAGE JOE
TEN: TIL
THE BETTY FORD
ALLSTARS
OVER FLOW
EMPIRE

Swingin' Saturdays
Tio Leo's • Del Mar
Saturday - July 18
Swing Dance Lessons - 7 pm
Big Daddy & The Moneyshakers - 9 pm

Swingin' Kings
August 1 - Myrna & Jacquelin
August 8 - Billy Watson
August 9 - Reference
August 15 - Swingin' Kings
August 22 - The Rocketeers
August 29 - The Rocketeers

PIE MADRID
TROPICAL THURSDAY JULY 9
Tropical Nights
July 9th

$5.50 for theՖ -covered drinks

STARS
JAZZ JAM SESSION
FRI - SAT - SUN

Call The Reader At 619-232-3830 6/27 It includes One Shot On Soundboard.
Depths of Summer
The melodrama degenerates into martial-arts dance routines.

N

othing, not even two fingers

admit when I am wrong. I can

act on a flippantly dilettante

attitude and still have no de-

finitive proof of my own mis-

,takes. I have never been

mentioned, all the prin-

cipals—Saul Bellow, Louis

Ugarelli, Errol Flynn, and

Richard Gere—on camera.

mass quantities have

been recommended to me to put a

stop to the lugging role of one

moment's infatuation. That is a

The dramatic exit of

Richard Gere and his

costar, Amy Madigan, from

their transition to

martial-arts dance routines

is a turning point that

marks a new departure in

the history of cinema. It is a

turn that has been long

awaited and eagerly

anticipated. It is the end of

an era and the beginning

of a new one. This move

signals a shift in the
course of filmmaking,

and it is one that should

not be taken lightly.

The question of

whether or not this

crossover is a good

idea is a matter of

opinion. Some

people believe that it is

a natural progression,

while others think that it is

a step in the wrong

direction. Whatever one's

viewpoint, there is no

doing anything about it.

The move is

inevitable, and it is

best to embrace it

with open arms.

As for the

characters involved,

they are played with

great skill and

conviction by Saul

Bellow, Louis Ugarelli,

Errol Flynn, and Richard

Gere. Their performances

are a testament to their

dedication and

talent. They

bring to life

characters that are

complex and

nuanced, and they

make us care about

them.

In conclusion,

the move to

martial-arts dance routines

is a bold and

innovative step forward.

It

marks a new chapter in

the history of cinema,

and it is one that should

be celebrated.

END
North Park Gamble

I once predicted that downtown would not catch on as an upscale dining area.

Unfortunately, the fact that one year later downtown has produced an increasing number of restaurants, each featuring its own unique concept, has only increased the number of opportunities for diners to explore. It is now possible to find a variety of culinary experiences within a short walking distance from each other. Whether it be for lunch, dinner, or an evening out, there is something to suit every taste and budget in downtown San Diego.

Stink Fruit

Durian is hard to ignore. The scariness of its appearance is surpassed by that of its smell.

For the uninitiated, the Durian is a tropical fruit known for its distinctive odor. It is often referred to as the "King of Fruits" and is native to Southeast Asia. Despite its unique smell, which can be overpowering to some, the durian is highly sought after in certain parts of the world, particularly in Thailand, where it is considered a delicacy.

The fruit itself is large and round, with a thick, spiny shell that is covered with thorns. Inside, the durian has a creamy white flesh that is sweet and rich in flavor. However, the smell is what sets it apart from other fruits. It has a very strong and pungent odor that can linger even after it is peeled.

The durian is not for everyone, but for those who are willing to give it a try, it can be a memorable experience. It is best enjoyed when it is fresh and ripe, and it is often eaten with sticky rice and a dip of sweet sauce.

In conclusion, the durian may not be to everyone's liking, but it is a fruit that deserves a place in the culinary world for its unique character and flavor. Whether you love it or hate it, the durian is an interesting fruit to try and learn more about.
Place your Reader roommate ad today and get responses tomorrow!

Call (619) 235-2415 day or night.

- Your print ad may not describe you or the person you are seeking.
- Renew your mailbox and ask for any changes in your ad today or today.
- Change your ad to describe you or the person you are seeking.
- The system dictates a mailbox number and security code.
- The deadline for placing roommate ads is Monday at 5 pm.
Residential Rentals

Services

Old Town Electrolysis
FREE ELECTROLYSIS 20% OFF
CALL NOW FOR FREE APPOINTMENT

La Jolla Acupuncture
$5 OFF

Skin Care by Asha

HEROIN METHADONE
8 HOURS TOTAL DETOX

Eliminate Unwanted Spots & Veins

Massage Grand Opening

RELAX KIAA SPA

Pacific Beach Crystal Oriental Spa

Lose Weight With No Wait!

Body Waxing for Men & Women

Acupressure Massage

Lloyd Dangle ©1998

Troubletown

These are the words that are important.
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!

14 HOURS PHONE TO A VISITOR, PARTICULAR FORM ON PAGE 142.